Airplane Travel Я 
1] Airplanes are vehicles. 
2] They fly in the sky.  
3] They are also called “planes”.    
4] Airplane travel is fast and safe. Я     
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5] Airplanes have a better safety record than cars.
6] Airplanes seldom crash. % &'()*  (+')
7] You can buy an airline ticket for almost any place in the world. , -./0    
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8] Popular cities to visit are Honolulu, Acapulco, Paris, Rome, and Beijing.  3 ' ,)453
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9] Before you buy an airplane ticket, you should shop around and compare prices. ,  :2 
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10] Some airlines have sales on weekday or night flights. !%2!  = 2>  
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11] The Internet is a good place to find airplane tickets. AB (1 /1 2  " 
12] Some websites offer tour packages that include airline tickets, hotel rooms, and car rentals. AB (1  
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(A) airplanes 
(B) vehicles 
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(C) fly in the sky (Birds fly in the sky.) 
 (F)
(D) they are also called... (Children are also called
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(E) safety record  "#
(F) seldom (I seldom buy expensive food.) )* 
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(G) crash % &'
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(H) almost any place (You can find pictures of
Michael Jackson in almost any place in the
world.) -.
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(I) shop around (@
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(J) compare prices 
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(K) weekday flights  = 2>?
(L) night flights (?
(M) Internet AB &
(N ) a good place (The summer grassland is beautiful
and a good place to relax.) 
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(O) websites AB (1  AB 
(P) offer (That shop offers fresh butter and fresh
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(Q) car rentals 0!
yogurt.) !D'

The Tibetan version of this lesson was prepared by G.yang skyabs rdo rje. 
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